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Philosophical Concept 

 

Deontology is often defined by contrasting it with one of its chief competitors, consequentialism. 

In its simplest form, consequentialism claims that we only have one moral duty: to do as much 

good as possible. Deontology (the word comes from the Greek deon meaning ‘one must’) denies 

this, and asserts that there are several distinct duties, not all of which depend for their status as 

duties on considerations of value alone. 

 

Deontological duties are divided into two classes: constraints and duties of special relationship. 

The former govern the way we treat others regardless of our relationships to them. Some ways of 

treating people, such as torturing them, are ruled out, even to prevent others doing worse deeds. 

The latter govern our actions toward those to whom we stand in special relations such as 

friendship. You are required to do certain things for your friends, even if you could make the 

world better by abandoning them. 

 

In addition to constraints and duties of relationship, some deontologists claim that there is a 

requirement to do good whenever there is no other duty more pressing. Others are less 

demanding, requiring only that we do some good in addition to fulfilling our other obligations. 

The least demanding deontology would incorporate no moral requirement to do good, and claim 

that provided we breach no duty we are permitted to live as we see fit. 

 

Some deontologists attempt to justify the various duties they propose by appeal to some more 

fundamental and unifying principle(s). Other deontologists deny that such unifying justification 

is available. Deontologists, then, may agree about surface features, such as the extent of our 

duties, while disagreeing about the possibility of an underlying rationale. 

 

1. Constraints 

Deontologists characteristically hold that we must not harm people in various ways. We should 

not lie, kill innocent people, or torture anyone. These prohibitions constrain us in what we may 

do, even in pursuit of good ends. Deontologists differ in how stringent these constraints are. 

Some think them absolute. Roman Catholic moral theology, for example, has traditionally held 

that one may never intentionally kill an innocent person. Other deontologists have held that 

although constraints are always a significant consideration they may be overridden, especially if 

that is the only way to avoid catastrophe. Either way, deontology sometimes requires agents not 



to maximize the good. While, of course, any moral requirement restricts us in what we are 

permitted to do, the term ‘constraints’ refers to moral restrictions that may require one not to 

maximize the good, where these restrictions do not stem from our special relationships to others. 

 

2. Duties of special relationship 

Many of our duties do, however, stem from special commitments to others. Some commitments 

are explicitly undertaken, such as promising. Some are tacit – as in commitments to friends. 

Some are not voluntarily acquired – consider commitments to parents. Like constraints, the 

responsibilities that come with relationships can curtail our freedom of action even when we 

could maximize the good by shirking them. According to many deontologists there will be cases 

in which you should, say, keep a promise even though you could do more good if you broke it. 

Duties of special relationship differ from constraints in that they are owed, by their very nature, 

only to those to whom we stand in such relationships, whereas there are constraints against 

torturing or unjustly killing anyone. 

 

3. Permissions 

Some deontologists, such as W. D. Ross, claim that there is an unlimited duty of beneficence – 

you are required to do as much good as possible provided it does not breach any of your other 

duties (see Ross 1930). However, given the amount of suffering in the world and the disparities 

in wealth, to do this would require enormous sacrifice from anyone with more than a minimal 

standard of living. Ross’s duty of beneficence may thus seem too demanding. It is open to other 

deontologists, however, to claim that our duty to help others is limited. There is some point, 

though its location is hard to determine, at which agents have done all that duty demands. At that 

point they are permitted to decline to do more. We admire those who make the extra sacrifice, 

but it is supererogatory – more than morality requires. Ross’s view leaves no conceptual space 

for supererogation (see Supererogation). 

 

No deontologist denies that morality can be demanding. We may be obliged to make significant 

sacrifices – even of our lives – rather than breach a serious constraint or betray a friend. But, 

contra Ross, many deontologists see the duty to do good as limited. 

 

4. Agent-relativity and agent-neutrality 

Consequentialism, one of the main alternatives to deontology, comes in several varieties. These 

varieties are united, however, by their common claim that all our moral duties stem, ultimately, 

from considerations of value alone. One particularly simple form, which we will dub ‘simple 

consequentialism’, maintains that we have only one duty: unlimited beneficence. (Like Rossian 

deontology, then, simple consequentialism is very demanding.) Traditionally, simple 

consequentialism and deontology are distinguished by their differing accounts of the relation 

between the right and the good. Simple consequentialism holds that the good determines the 

right – the amount of goodness produced by an action is the sole determinant of its rightness – 
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whereas the deontologist denies this, holding that other considerations are relevant. More recent 

writers, however, distinguish between the two in terms of agent-relativity and agent-neutrality, 

claiming that simple consequentialism is an agent-neutral theory whereas deontology 

incorporates agent-relative elements. 

 

The distinction between the agent-neutral and the agent-relative may be introduced by reference 

to reasons for acting. Roughly, someone’s reason is agent-relative if, at base, there is reference 

within it to the agent. For example, egoists hold that each of us has reason to promote only their 

own welfare, whereas certain simple consequentialists believe each of us has reason to promote 

the general welfare. Note that each theory offers reasons that apply to all agents, but agent-

neutral reasons incorporate an added element of universality: to say that each of us has reason to 

promote the general welfare is to say that each of us has reason to pursue the common aim of 

promoting the general welfare (and this requires that any person sacrifice their welfare if that 

will increase the general total), whereas according to egoism, each of us has a distinct aim: I 

have reason to pursue my welfare, you yours. 

 

How does this distinction mesh with that between simple consequentialism and deontology? 

Simple consequentialism holds that all moral reasons are agent-neutral, whereas deontology 

denies this. According to simple consequentialism we each have reason to maximize the good, 

and morally speaking this is all we have reason to do. We have one common moral aim: that 

things go as well as possible. Deontology, by contrast, maintains that there are agent-relative 

moral reasons. Duties of special relationship are obviously agent-relative. That she 

is your daughter gives you special moral reason to further her interests. On this view, I am 

required to care for my family, you for yours: we have distinct aims. Simple consequentialists 

might maintain that parental care is valuable. But if so, they would claim that we have the 

common aim of promoting parental care – which requires that I neglect my own children if I can 

thereby increase the total amount of parental care. 

 

Constraints are also agent-relative. Suppose I can only prevent you killing two innocents by 

killing one myself. Those deontologists who advocate an absolute constraint against killing the 

innocent forbid my killing the one (they also forbid, of course, your killing the two, but we are 

assuming here that you will ignore this proscription): I have overriding moral reason (a distinct 

moral aim) not to kill anyone myself (as you should aim not to kill anyone yourself). Thus 

although you will do wrong in killing the two, I should not kill the one in order to prevent you. 

Simple consequentialism, by contrast, holds that, ceteris paribus, I should kill the one: killing 

innocents is bad, so I have an agent-neutral moral reason to contribute to the common aim of 

minimizing the killing of innocents. 

 

Permissions need not be agent-relative in their formulation. They simply permit us not to 

maximize the good. But their standard rationale is agent-relative. Each of us is morally permitted 



to give special weight to our owninterests. Simple consequentialism denies this: no one is 

allowed to give more weight to their own interests than is compatible with their doing their part 

to maximize the good. 

 

There seem to be two ways of distinguishing agent-relative and agent-neutral moral theories. On 

the one hand, theories prescribe aims, and these can be common or distinct. By this criterion, a 

moral theory is agent-neutral exactly if it prescribes only common aims, and is agent-relative 

otherwise. On the other hand, a theory is agent-neutral just in case it countenances only agent-

neutral moral reasons, and is agent-relative otherwise. Simple consequentialism is agent-neutral, 

and deontology agent-relative, on either account. 

 

Common-sense morality acknowledges special obligations, constraints and permissions. Thus a 

deontology that incorporates all three of these elements is closer to common-sense morality than 

simple consequentialism in this regard. Those advocates of simple consequentialism who are 

radical reformers claim that common sense is mistaken here. But many moral theorists hold that 

we cannot ignore our common-sense moral intuitions, seeing them as a key source of evidence. 

 

5. The framework problem 

The account of deontology given so far has, in standard contemporary fashion, defined it within 

a consequentialist framework. But advocates of this approach might be accused of tacitly 

adopting consequentialism as the default position, and then framing deontology as a departure, 

making it harder to defend -- the deontologist must face the question: why not maximize the 

good? The simple consequentialist, for example, finds constraints irrational: what could justify, 

for example, a constraint against killing the innocent? Only the fact that killing is bad. So surely 

what we should do is minimize such killing. Thus if you can kill one to save two from being 

killed, that is(ceteris paribus) what you should do. But we have now undercut the very constraint 

we sought to defend. 

 

Alternatively, we could have begun with the idea that the default is the pursuit of self-interest, 

and seen deontology (and morality more generally) as imposing restrictions on what we may do 

in that pursuit. But this paints deontology (and morality in general) as akin to a legal system – a 

system of directives imposed by society to maintain order. And just as we can question whether 

to obey the law, so we can raise the question: why obey the dictates of deontology, or, more 

generally, why be moral? On this view, if the answer is positive, then it must be that it is in your 

self-interest. 

 

6. Justification and Ross’s list 

There is another approach, however, that takes the notion of a practical reason as primitive and 

then asks what kinds of reasons there are. It does not define deontology relative to a backdrop, 



and does not attempt to justify morality in general, or deontology in particular, in extra-moral 

terms – such justification is seen as neither possible nor necessary. 

 

We have practical reasons to act in various ways, some of which are moral and some not. You 

have reason to spend your extra cash at a restaurant (you would enjoy the meal). But you may 

have more reason to use it to buy a gift for someone who has done you a good turn. In the latter 

case you have a reason of gratitude to buy the gift – a moral reason. But the question of why you 

have reasons of gratitude is, on this account, on a par with that of why you have reason to enjoy 

yourself. And neither question is answerable by appeal to something more fundamental. 

 

In regard to moral reasons, at least, Ross can be interpreted as adopting an approach along these 

lines. He offers a list of what he terms ‘ prima facieduties’, each of which may have a bearing on 

the rightness of an action. These are duties of fidelity, reparation, gratitude, justice, beneficence, 

self-improvement and nonmaleficence (not injuring others). These ‘duties’ can be seen as 

categorizing types of moral reasons – in the previous paragraph, for instance, we appealed to the 

duty of gratitude. 

 

In any particular circumstance there may be more than one duty that beckons – more than one 

moral reason present. For example, a third option for your cash would be to give it to Oxfam, in 

accord with your duty to be beneficent. How does Ross propose that we work out which duty is 

the most stringent in a given circumstance? He denies that there is an algorithm for doing this – 

all you can do is contemplate your various courses of action and think about the various 

considerations in their favour. 

 

(Reasons of self-interest are never, however, among these considerations, according to Ross – or, 

at the least, self-interest always lies idle in the sense that it should never be acted upon: on his 

account, if no more stringent moral duty beckons, the duty of beneficence requires that you do 

good.) 

 

7. Kantianism 

Ross, then, offers no single principle that can serve to unify morality, nor does he think that 

morality can be justified from without. But Ross’s view is not the only deontological option: 

Kant’s categorical imperative (CI), for example, can be seen as an attempt to unify and justify 

morality (see Kant, I. §§9; Kant 1785). 

 

The CI proposes a test, and actions that fail this test are, Kant claims, wrong. Crucial to the test is 

the notion of a maxim. We act with certain aims, and these can be specific or general. Maxims 

are general aims. Thus my maxim may be: make lying promises (i.e. ones I intend not to keep) 

whenever it benefits me. The CI test asks first on what maxim I propose to act, and then enquires 

whether this maxim is one that I could will to be a universal law. Here is a rough illustration: the 
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maxim to make lying promises whenever it benefits me cannot be universally willed because its 

universal adoption would lead to the demise of the very practice on which it relies – namely the 

practice of promising. Hence making lying promises for my own benefit is wrong. 

 

How exactly the CI test is to be understood and what it would rule out are matters of scholarly 

dispute. But there is general agreement that Kant’s ethics has a deontological structure. We have 

just seen, with our example of a lying promise, something of how the Kantian approach might 

give rise to duties of special relationship. And the test also yields constraints, for agents are 

forbidden, on an alternative formulation of the test, to treat others merely as a means. Exactly 

what this entails is again in dispute, but it is intended to rule out such things as lying and killing 

the innocent even to minimize such behaviour by others. To kill an innocent yourself to prevent 

other killings, for example, would be to use your victim as a means to minimize victimization. 

Finally, provided we do not violate the CI, Kant’s system also appears to permit the pursuit of, 

say, personal projects, since, according to him, we have only a limited duty to help others. 

 

The rationale for Kant’s test lies in a certain conception of rationality. If something is a reason 

for one agent then it must be capable of being a reason for all. Thus a maxim is not a good reason 

for action unless it is one on which all agents can act. Any maxim that could not consistently be 

followed by all, or could not consistently be willed as one that all should follow, is not rationally 

acceptable – it fails to show respect for the autonomy of all other rational agents. Hence, if the 

Kantian approach works, morality is justified by appeal to something outside itself, namely, 

rationality; and we also have, in the CI test, a single unifying criterion of wrongness. 
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